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Superconducting Artificial Atom

Flexural-hinge micro-positioning device for synchrotron
experiments

Quantum mechanics was developed initially to describe properties of electrons in atoms which
could not be explained by the classical laws of physics. During the last decade, nanometre scale
superconducting electrical circuits incorporating tunnel junctions for the superconducting
electrons (Josephson junctions) have revealed puzzling properties at very low temperature that
deviate from the classical laws of macroscopic electricity. Quantum mechanics is needed to describe the current and voltage behaviour of these circuits. Contrary to the hydrogen atom in which
the wavefunction describes a single electron, in the superconducting circuit one has a macroscopic quantum state of all the superconducting electrons. However, because there are certain
similarities to atoms, such as the quantization of energy levels, superposition of quantum states,
and the interaction with an electromagnetic field, we call these circuits “artificial atoms”.

Figure 1: Scanning Electron Microscope
image of a superconducting ”artificial atom”.
It consists of a highly inductive loop of
aluminium wire with two Josephson tunnel
junctions (JJ) made by two overlapped
Al layers separated by a thin aluminium
oxide layer (see zoom top right). The circuit
is superconducting below 1.5K and the
quantum experiments are realized at 40mK.
The modes “s” and “a” (schematized by blue
and red arrows, respectively) are excited by
applying external microwave currents IΦ(t)
or Ib(t).

The interesting feature of such an “artificial atom” is that its
characteristics are not rigid as in a real atom but controllable
by the experimentalist. Indeed, they are not defined by a fixed
number of electrons and protons as in a real atom but by
properties of the circuit (its capacitance, inductance, tunnel
barrier). These are adjustable during the nano-fabrication
process. In addition, the artificial atom’s quantum states
can be readily manipulated by external magnetic flux or
microwaves.

Figure 2: (a) Energy spectrum of the artificial atom of
Fig. 1 versus applied magnetic flux (in units of the flux
quantum Φ0), from microwave spectroscopy (blue curves)
and a theoretical fit (red curves). (b), (c); Quantized
energy spectrum of the two anharmonic oscillators at
(b) Φ=0.37Φ0 and at (c) Φ=0.54Φ0. In (b) the system
is prepared in the state |0s, 1a> and in (c), following an
ultrafast flux jump, coherent oscillations occur between
states |0s, 1a> and |2s, 0a>, producing up and down
frequency conversion.
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A. Feofanov, C. Naud, W. Guichard,
O. Buisson
Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 107001 (2012).

In our own recent work, we have studied a circuit with
two tunnel junctions (see Fig. 1), producing a new type of
artificial atom described by two strongly coupled anharmonic
oscillators. This leads to two modes labelled “s” (symmetric)
and “a” (anti-symmetric) because the current oscillations at
each junction can be either in-phase or in phase-opposition,
respectively.

In another experiment, the non-linear coupling between
the two modes leads to coherent up and down frequency
conversion, see Figs 2(b), 2(c). At Φ=0.54 Φ0, the state
|0s, 1a> (one excitation at frequency 14.4 GHz in the
anti-symmetric mode) evolves to the state |2s, 0a> (two
excitations at about 7.2 GHz in the symmetric mode). The
coherence of this process is demonstrated by the observation
of free oscillations between the states |0s, 1a> and |2s, 0a>
of the two modes.

We apply a variable frequency microwave flux through
the circuit to induce excitations of the two modes and
thus determine their quantized energy level spectrum.
Furthermore, we can tune the energies of the quantized
states by applying an external magnetic field. Fig. 2(a) gives

The non-linear coupling terms observed in our artificial atom
are orders of magnitude larger than those studied in atomic
physics and non-linear optics, leading to new properties and
also to a novel method for fast quantum “non-demolition”
measurements.
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For precision microsystems, mechanical functions such as
guidance and positioning need to be reconsidered in order
to operate without friction. The flexural hinge (“charnière”)
or “flexor” satisfies this requirement. But, although this
technology has been known for many years, detailed
information about its implementation is relatively scarce.
Among the available solutions, the “circular notch” shown in
the insert of Fig. 1 offers many advantages. The mechanical
part is bent elastically around its thinnest section - the hinge.
There is no friction (so no lubricant needed), and no backlash
(“jeu”). The monolithic hinge requires no assembly, the device
can be very compact and very precise.
The multiple hinge positioning mechanism described here
(Figs 1 and 2) was requested for the French beamline for
Investigation of Proteins (FIP- BM30A) at the ESRF. Its
purpose is to give the final position of the sample in the
X-Ray beam. The fixed part of the hinge (tinted green in Figs
1,2) is mounted onto a robotic arm (“GRob”) which gives the
coarse position. Two, linear, stepper-motion, piezo-actuators
drive displacement of the moving part of the hinge (pink in
Figs 1,2) over a 5 mm diameter area with micron precision.
The moving part is equipped with a pneumatic device
which attaches the sample holder. The plane of movement
(horizontal in the photos) is vertical in the experiment, so a
very strong part is needed to support the hanging weight of
the sample holder.

Currently, most of the superconducting artificial atoms
studied are described by a single, anharmonic quantum
oscillator. For instance, this is realized by circuits containing
a single Josephson tunnel junction. The equivalent circuit
is an “LC” electrical resonator, made up of a capacitance C
and a non-linear inductance L associated with the Josephson
junction. The total energy of the superconducting electrons is
quantized. (When only the two first levels are considered, the
artificial atom can act as a “quantum bit”).
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Non-linear coupling between
the two oscillation modes of a
dc-SQUID
F. Lecocq, J. Claudon, O. Buisson and
P. Milman
Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 197002 (2011).

the field-dependence of the transitions from the ground state
|0a, 0s> to the first 4 excited states. In particular, the Figure
shows an anti-crossing of two levels (dotted green square)
which demonstrates a non-linear coupling between the two
modes “s” and “a”.

Flexural hinges are used more and more in microsystem technology. Recently, the Néel Institute’s technical services (SERAS) were requested to manufacture and to simulate the behaviour of a compact
positioning device to be dedicated to an X-Ray beamline at the European Synchrotron Research Facility
(ESRF), Grenoble. The purpose of this assembly is to position a sample in the X-Ray beam with an isotropic
precision of a few microns. It is mounted on a robotic manipulator, which is part of a bench for transfer of
crystal samples to the goniometric head of an X-Ray diffractometer. The main technical challenge of the
system lies in a hardened steel part of complex shape.

Based on the ESRF’s design, the goals of our participation
were to check the technical feasibility for machining the
main flexor component, to manufacture the first prototypes
and to carry out numerical simulation to optimize the
design. The design required a hardened steel part of complex,
articulated shape with 16 hinges (Fig. 1). This component
was to be machined with an Electrical Discharge Machine
(EDM) process, leaving a 100 micron thickness of steel for
each of the hinges. Extensive tests and three prototypes
were necessary to work out the operational procedure and to
achieve the geometrical specifications.
The other main problem is the high mechanical properties of
the 100Cr6 alloy used (yield strength 2200 MPa after heat
treatment), incompatible with the hardness of standard
tooling, especially for machining the tapped holes. The
following manufacturing process in four phases enabled us
to obtain a part satisfying all the requirements: (1) outline
contouring, drilling and tapping of holes; (2) hardening heat
treatment to achieve the required tensile properties (yield
strength, hardness); (3) final surface grinding to reach the
tolerance on the part’s surfaces and thickness; (4) outline and
section machining of the 16 hinges with the EDM process.
In phase (4), approximately 30 machining programs were
necessary to realize the final flexor part (Figs 1 and 2). It
represents 70 hours of cutting.

In tests of the first prototype, metal fatigue occured after a
relatively small number of cycles. Finite element calculations
were performed to understand the strain mechanisms, to
determine the stress areas and to give recommendations
for a new design. Due to local yielding these calculations
were necessarily non-linear. The recommendations were to
increase the overall thickness (height) of the part from 15mm
to 30mm, and to change the design and position of the
tapped holes and the mechanical stop clearance.

Figure 1: First prototype of flexor part at
end of phase 4, before assembly (fixed
part tinted green, moving part tinted
pink). Insert at top left shows detail of
a circular notch. In the background a
plot of the finite elements model of the
displacement field.

This work involved J-L. Ferrer and M. Terrien (design) at the
ESRF and P. Jacquet (machining) and V. Roger (calculations)
at Néel Institute. The machining project ran for 8 months and
is completed. Work is now focused on control and command
aspects before the device becomes fully operational.

Figure 2: The final prototype of the Flexor during
assembly, shown equipped with one piezoelectic
actuator. At right, the metal part at the end of
phase 2 (heat treatment).
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